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Abstract: Challenges exist in monitoring artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM) activities, given
their dynamic and often informal nature. ASM takes form through various techniques and scales,
including riverine dredging, which often targets the abundant alluvial gold deposits in South America.
Remote sensing offers a solution to improve data collection, regulation, and monitoring of the more
mobile and elusive ASM activities and their impacts. Mapping ASM riverine dredges using Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) is one of the application areas least explored. Three semi-automated detection
approaches using Sentinel-1 SAR are compared on their ability to identify dredges with minimal false
positives. The methods are: (i) Search for Unidentified Maritime Objects (SUMO), an established
method for large ocean ship detection; and two techniques specifically developed for riverine
environments that are introduced in this paper: (ii) a local detection method; and (iii) a global
threshold method. A visual interpretation of SAR data with the inclusion of optical high-resolution
data are used to generate a validation dataset. Results show it is possible to semi-automatically detect
riverine dredge using SAR and that a local detection method provides the best balance between
sensitivity and precision and has the lowest risk of error. Future improvements may consider further
automation, more discriminatory variables, and analyzing the methods in different environments
and at higher spatial resolutions.

Keywords: Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR); dredges; artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM); radar
detection; remote sensing; gold mining

1. Introduction

Artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM) is a broad term that refers to mining per-
formed by individuals, groups, families, or cooperatives using minimal or no mecha-
nization, frequently in the informal sector of the economy [1,2]. Artisanal miners extract
high-value gemstones and materials such as diamonds and gold, as well as other critical
and industrial minerals, across the globe [1,2]. ASM frequently targets alluvial placer
deposits because of their accessibility and high-grade resources. A prime example is seen
in the Brazilian Amazonia regions, where high concentrations of gold are found in river
bottom sediments and alluvial deposits [3,4]. Brazil experienced its first gold rush of
artisanal miners in 1693 and has seen expansive ASM activity since [4]. In the 20th and 21st
centuries, the number of ASM miners increased, and modernized techniques including
the use of tractors, excavators, suction and jet pumps, river dredges, divers, mercury, and
cyanidation were adopted [4]. These activities cover expansive areas in Brazil and the rest
of the Amazon Basin region and are less regulated than industrial mining [4]. Additionally,
these practices impact environmental and human health through the extensive degrada-
tion of the land and rivers and the extensive use of mercury in the gold amalgamation
process [1,4].
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The modernization of ASM includes riverine dredging, a process used to remove
material from one part of the river and relocate it to another, with the main objective of
recovering material that has value or use [3,5,6]. The process takes place on a floating
platform that can range from small dredges made from recycled wood and metal to large,
manufactured industrial-scale dredges [3,7,8]. The two most common dredges used in
ASM are suction dredges and bucket-line dredges [3,5,6] (Figure 1). The bucket-line dredge
uses a chain of large, fortified buckets that travel in a loop along a conveyor belt, digging
into the river bottom and carrying the sediment onboard [7]. Suction dredges use a cutting
drum to excavate the river bottom by breaking up rocks and consolidated materials that
can then be pumped onboard [3,6]. Once onboard, the material is sorted by grain size
using sieves, classifying screens, and sluice boxes to retain gemstones, fine gold particles,
and gold nuggets. The rejected material, known as tailings, is returned back into the
environment [3]. These practices can cause harmful effects on human, plant, and animal
life, such as altering the flow of the river and contaminating waters with mercury [1,3,8,9].
ASM, and dredging in particular, can be difficult to reliably monitor due to their remote and
dispersed nature, sparse government oversight and regulation, constant movement, and
operation in unpermitted areas [8,9]. It is therefore valuable to identify and monitor the
location and intensity of ASM activity; one promising way is through remote sensing [9].
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Figure 1. Structure of a bucket-line dredge (A) and a suction dredge (B). Graphic from [10].

Satellite imagery products of various natures (e.g., optical, multispectral, active) are
used for mapping and monitoring ASM in various contexts and are especially useful in
conflict zones and remote terrain [9,11,12]. Remote sensing is used to determine the distri-
bution of ASM activity on both small and large scales [13–16], to monitor the development
of ASM over time [12,17], and to assess the impact of ASM on the environment and land
use [18,19]. Many variations of image classification techniques are used to distinguish
ASM from other land cover types [12,20]. While the identification of distinct land cover
signatures per pixel (or object) can be difficult, observing the impacts of mining through
land cover change using two or more scenes over time often improves the analysis [21].
Optical imagery has been used to monitor vessel activity on rivers and lakes but has limited
capabilities due to cloud interference, insufficient resolution, and reliance on atmosphere
and light conditions [9,22,23].

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active remote sensing technique used to monitor
ASM, although less widely applied [9,10]. While optical imagery can be obscured by
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cloud cover and lacks the spectral and spatial resolution necessary to distinguish ASM
from other types of land cover, SAR provides a useful alternative thanks to its weather
independence and wavelength capabilities [9,24]. A common SAR practice is backscatter
analysis, which is used to differentiate areas of interest based on their backscatter strengths
and patterns [25]. This technique is often used in change detection studies to identify land
cover change produced by ASM [9,26,27]. Another common SAR technique, interferometry,
measures very fine differences in ground movement between repeat passes of SAR collects,
highlighting subsidence or surface motion associated with tunnel and open pit digging
or ground disturbance where there was an attempt to extract resources [9,28,29]. SAR has
been typically used for monitoring land cover and landform changes that signal ASM
activities [25,30]. However, ASM impact and presence that are not measurable through
changes in land cover exist on and surrounding rivers in the form of dredging, and SAR
methods for vessel detection can be applied to monitor ASM activities [10].

Many algorithms and techniques have been developed to detect ocean ships us-
ing SAR [31–34]. Several approaches use neural networks or deep learning to recog-
nize the backscatter patterns of large ships and then extract these features from the SAR
scene [35–39]. Additionally, automated classification techniques are used by applying
adaptive moving window thresholds to separate target pixels from their background to
identify ships, the most common being the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) [40–43]. CFAR
algorithms compare individual pixels with the statistical properties of their local neigh-
borhood to identify pixels with unusual values [41]. However, the identification of ASM
dredges using ship detection methods has not been thoroughly explored. It is important
to consider that rivers differ greatly from oceans and from river to river in terms of their
environmental factors. Rivers present factors such as shoals, sand or gravel bars, and even
rock outcrops that may impede usage or result in misleading SAR backscatter. Dredges
differ from ships in their size; ASM riverine dredges tend to have smaller surface areas and
are vertically shorter than ocean ships; and in their physical structure; ocean ships may
have varying shapes across their surface and be made of metal, while ASM dredges are
often flat and made of various materials. Therefore, a method is needed specifically for use
in riverine environments where ASM dredging is present.

One of the few examples of using SAR in a riverine dredging application is [44].
They examine SAR intensity histograms to identify thresholds, apply cluster processing,
and use boundary detection to extract distinct backscatter features [44]. This analysis is
limited to a small portion of the river and only examines one date. Another study [10]
uses visual analysis to identify distinct backscatter signatures from ASM dredges on a
river in the Central African Republic to monitor ASM over time and found the signals
appear most visually distinctive in the VV polarized data. However, [10] notes the time-
consuming nature and specialized experience needed for visual identification methods
and finds misidentification of the visual cues caused by the dredges’ close operation to
riverbanks. The results from [44] along with [10] demonstrate that the strong backscatter
created by man-made vessels against the weak backscatter of the river surface is sufficient
for distinguishing riverine dredges using SAR.

Taking the methods a step further, [45] uses a backscatter thresholding technique
combined with time-series analysis to identify riverine vessel locations using C-band
SAR data from the VV polarization of the Sentinel-1 satellite, thus proving that riverine
vessels can be observed in Sentinel-1 data and the backscatter produced by smaller vessels
are distinguishable from the river surface. However, they acknowledge the challenge of
distinguishing vessel types and tailor their study to the habits of sand dredges to reduce
false identification. By using a time series and an adaptive river boundary, they account for
the daily habits of their subject and the possible geomorphologic areas of their operation.
This differs from gold and diamond dredge mining, where ASM dredges hug the riverbanks
and operate at unpredictable/varying times and places. There is a need for these methods
to be continually developed and tested in new environments and conditions, specifically
for investigating ASM dredging in riverine environments.
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This paper focuses on ASM riverine dredges used to extract gold from alluvial placer
deposits located along riverbeds and riverbanks in the Brazilian Amazon. Using previ-
ous ocean ship detection strategies as a starting point for the proposed methods, three
methodologies that use SAR to detect ASM dredges are compared. The first technique is
an established ocean ship detection method known as Search for Unidentified Maritime
Objects (SUMO) [41]. While designed to be used for identifying large ships in ocean en-
vironments, it is also used as a comparison point to understand the need for specifically
tailored methods and to inspire the development of the following two methods: The sec-
ond and third are semi-automated methods developed for the riverine environment and
ASM dredges. The two proposed methodologies are inspired by ocean ship detection
but are adapted and tailored to the riverine environment and the characteristics of ASM
dredges. The results are validated using a reference dataset created from visual analysis of
a combination of SAR and high-resolution optical imagery.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Extensive use of mechanized river dredges is currently seen on large sections of the
Madeira River, including in the vicinity of Porto Velho, the capital of Rondônia [4] (Figure 2).
In 1952, an influx of ASM was seen in the Brazilian state of Rondônia, where gold had been
discovered in sediment coverings of the Madeira River [4]. Since mining was regulated
in 1979, dredging on the Madeira River went from informal, manual gold extraction to an
expansive mechanized activity with the implementation of suction dredges [3]. Although
mining between Porto Velho and Abuna has been regulated and legalized for dredges
carrying a permit, many dredges reportedly operate outside of these rules and leave behind
“ravaged and mercury-contaminated” landscapes [3,8,46]. The Madeira River has been one
of the most productive gold-producing regions in Brazil and is being mined by dredges
described as floating sluice boxes that measure from 8 m × 14 m to 10 m × 30 m at the
largest [3]. This study area section of the Madeira River presents an example of a wide
(from 530 to 3500 m), open river with distinct riverbanks and large dredges made from
recycled wood and metal [3,46]. Seven acquisitions spanning 4 June 2019 to 10 July 2019
were used to test the three detection methods on the Madeira River.

2.2. Data

L1 Detected High-Res Dual-Pol (GRD-HD) products from the Sentinel-1 satellite,
downloaded from the Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) Data Search Vertex: https://search.
asf.alaska.edu/#/ (accessed on 12 January 2021) [47], are used in all methods (Table 1).
The scenes are acquired using a C-band SAR with the Interferometric Wide Swath (IW)
mode and a temporal resolution of 6 days. The Sentinel-1 satellite collects data using both
cross-polarization (VH) and co-polarization (VV). Each SAR acquisition covers a 250 km
swath with 20 m × 22 m (ground range x azimuth) resolution, a 10 m × 10 m pixel spacing,
and an Equivalent Number of Looks (ENL) of 4.4. The data are collected in ascending
and descending passes, although only descending passes were available in this study area.
Seven dates are tested to determine the average accuracy and consistency of the methods
(scene names can be found in the Supplementary Materials in Table S1). High-resolution
3 m optical imagery from Planet Labs’ PlanetScope Satellite is used to create the validation
datasets and to confirm the presence of dredges in this study area [48]. The SAR data are
pre-processed using the Sentinel Applications Platform (SNAP) software (version 8.0.0) [49],
and subsequent analysis is performed using ESRIs ArcGIS Pro (version 10.6.1).

https://search.asf.alaska.edu/#/
https://search.asf.alaska.edu/#/
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Figure 2. Location map of this study area between Porto Velho and Abuna and the Madeira River
boundary used in the analysis. Landsat-8 image courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey.

Table 1. Table of Sentinel-1 scenes used to develop and test all three detection methods and the visual
analysis.

Acquisition Date Direction Path/Frame

04 June 2019 Descending 156/619 and 156/624

10 June 2019 Descending 156/622

16 June 2019 Descending 156/619 and 156/624

22 June 2019 Descending 156/622

28 June 2019 Descending 156/619 and 156/624

04 July 2019 Descending 156/622

10 July 2019 Descending 156/619 and 156/624

2.3. SAR Interaction with Dredges

Although ASM dredges can be seen in more detail using high-resolution optical
satellite imagery (e.g., Planet), they rely heavily on clear weather and daylight. SAR are an
active data collection system that emits its own microwave energy, ranging from 2 to 100 cm
wavelengths, and then records the returning energy, allowing it to be weather and daylight
independent, providing more “usable” days of data than an optical sensor [32]. Using a
sequence of acquisitions from a small antenna to simulate a much larger one, SAR produces
a high spatial resolution across large footprints [50] (Figure 3). Variables of acquisition such
as slant range, polarization, wavelength, and flight direction, along with the features on the
Earth’s surface, impact the strength of the backscatter returned to the sensor [24,50]. The
angle and orientation of the wavelength’s emission are represented through polarization,
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slant range, and flight path and can impact the SAR scene’s composition and backscatter
characteristics [24].
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Figure 3. Typical SAR imaging geometry. Graphic from [10].

SAR wavelengths have unique interactions with terrain and ground features, result-
ing in measurable differences in backscatter strength that can be useful for identifying
areas or objects of interest (Figure 4). Flat surfaces, such as calm water, typically pro-
duce low backscatter (specular reflection), and man-made objects with prominent corners,
such as buildings or boats, produce a high backscatter signal (corner or double-bounce
reflections) [50]. The material that SAR wavelengths interact with also affects the signal
return. SAR signals are strongly reflected by materials that conduct electricity well or have
a high dielectric constant, like metal [29]. Other materials, such as wood or plastic, are
less conductive and create a weaker backscatter return. The interaction between SAR and
corner reflectors, particularly against a flat or texturally smooth surface, is valuable for
identifying man-made objects such as large metal ships in a calm ocean. ASM dredges are
often made of wood but have structured corners, metal sluices, roofs, or other equipment
onboard to contribute to the creation of a strong backscatter against a calm river surface.
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This paper applies and takes inspiration from ocean ship detection techniques to
identify dredges using SAR in a riverine setting. A workflow for a common ship detection
process is detailed in [51] and is seen in Figure 5. It is often recommended in ocean ship
detection to begin with a land mask to remove the area closest to shore from the analysis,
as large ocean ships do not travel in shallow water [51]. However, riverine dredges often
operate in shallow water and close to riverbanks, where shoals, sand or gravel bars, rapids,
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and rock outcrops may present ambiguous or misleading signals. Therefore, the new
methods under test use a river boundary that hugs the riverbank as close as possible and
considers detections that cross the boundary as still potential dredges. Next, in an ocean
ship workflow, an adaptive threshold will be applied to identify statistically anomalous
pixels to be clustered into detection features. The two new methods will utilize two different
types of evaluation criteria in the threshold step. The detection features are assigned
characteristics that may include length, direction, size, roundness, or brightness to be used
in the discrimination process. Based on their attributes, the features are classified as possible
detections or false alarms using decision rules. Multiple attributes and combinations of
attributes are tested in the two new methods to best fit the way dredges appear in the SAR
data. The challenge is defining a unique set of parameters to lower false identification rates
while retaining correct identifications in a time-efficient and consistent semi-automatic
method as compared to a visual analysis. The methods designed for this paper tailor ocean
ship detection strategies to better suit a riverine environment for ASM dredge detection.
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2.4. Methods

This paper compares the performance of three approaches for the semi-automatic
detection of ASM river dredges. Once the SAR data are acquired from the ASF Data Search
Vertex, each scene is pre-processed in SNAP using the workflow detailed in [52] with
steps as seen in Figure 6. These steps apply a standard set of corrections and reduce the
propagation of errors in future processing steps [52]. Speckle filtering is often recommended
for SAR processing and is intended to increase the quality of the SAR; however, it reduces
small spatial structures in the data, impacting the potential detection of the potentially small
features produced by backscatter from ASM riverine dredges, and is not applied here.
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Figure 6. The common SAR pre-processing workflow is carried out for each Sentinel-1 scene.

After pre-processing, a river boundary is created by dividing land and water pixels
with a threshold derived from histogram analysis of the SAR backscatter values. Discarding
the area outside of the river boundary saves processing time and ensures land values do not
interfere with future steps. A validation data set are created using a visual interpretation
of each SAR scene along with high-resolution optical imagery. Each of the three methods
is then performed on all dates, producing results using the VV and VH data individually,
and then the results from both polarizations are combined for a joint result (Figure 7).
After reviewing the results of an initial accuracy assessment, adjustments to the settings,
polarizations used, and decision rules were made to address consistent misidentifications
in each method. The second iteration of methods was then tested on all scenes and chosen
polarizations and then validated for a final time. The iterations with the highest accuracies
are presented here.
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Figure 7. Overall workflow to develop and evaluate the three methods. The seven Sentinel-1 scenes
are collected and pre-processed, then all three methods are conducted with initial parameters (yellow
box), the initial results are assessed with the results from the visual analysis, and the parameters
are changed to address the shortcomings of the original iteration. Then, the adjusted methods are
conducted once more (blue box) for the final results.

2.4.1. SUMO

SUMO is a software (version 1.3.5) package published by [41] that implements a set
of algorithms to semi- or fully-automatically detect ocean ships in SAR scenes. Using a
CFAR approach, the algorithm identifies pixels that are anomalously bright in comparison
to their 200 by 200 local pixel neighborhood. Options for user input include a coastline,
ice, algorithm, an option to set a “detection threshold adjustment” for each polarization
(referred to as thresholdVV and thresholdVH), buffer, and ENL.

To start, the SUMO platform applies a land mask (either user-provided or from Open-
StreetMap coastline), computes background pixel statistics, and derives a local detection
threshold for each pixel. Any pixel with a value above this local detection threshold is
considered “detected”. The “detected” pixels are clustered into features, and attributes
such as geographic location, length, width, heading, peak pixel value, integrated value,
and significance are calculated and recorded for each detection feature. The whole process
is carried out for each polarization (VH and VV in the case of Sentinel-1). This creates
three sets of detected features: one for each polarization and one with the detections from
both polarizations. The user can opt to accept the results as final or manually review each
one and accept or decline the detection within the software interface. The results can be
exported into multiple formats to suit the user’s needs.

It is suggested by [41] that there are more detections, both real and false, when
the thresholdVV and thresholdVH parameters are lowered. After the initial iterations
of the method using the default settings and comparing the results from each polar-
ization option, the chosen approach for applying SUMO to a riverine environment in
search of ASM dredges increases the default threshold by 0.5 to be thresholdVV = 2.0 and
thresholdVH = 1.7. The buffer is set to 0 pixels because the use of a buffer is not appropriate
for the detection of dredges, and the algorithm setting was set to k-distribution (the default
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and only option). The tool is executed for each of the 7 dates, and the combined polarization
detections are chosen as the final results.

2.4.2. Global Method

The second method implements a global threshold, where a single threshold value is
determined for each radar scene and applied to all pixels within the river boundary. This
method does not use an adaptive threshold as the ocean ship methods do; however, it
substitutes a constant threshold and follows the threshold, cluster, and discrimination steps
seen in common ship detection methods (Figure 6). In the Global Method, any backscatter
value above the threshold is identified as part of the detection, and any backscatter value
below the threshold is given a null value. To determine the threshold value for each scene,
a dredge is manually identified and confirmed as a true dredge using high-resolution
imagery (see Section 2.4.4 for manual identification strategy). A 3 × 3 pixel neighborhood is
created around the center pixel with the highest backscatter value of the identified dredge,
and the statistics of the entire neighborhood are calculated. One standard deviation below
the mean of that neighborhood is used as the global threshold value and is compared with
each pixel value within the river boundary, as seen in the formula:

d = px,y > µ − 1σ

where d is a positive detection pixel, px,y is the pixel value at each x and y location within
the river boundary, and µ and σ represent the mean and the standard deviation of the 3 × 3
neighborhood around px,y respectively. Only the VV polarization is used in the Global
Method. Using the threshold, a binary dataset of the river surface is created when applied
to each scene within the water mask. One class indicates a pixel that could be a part of a
potential dredge detection if the pixel value is greater than the threshold value, and the
other class represents no dredge detected if the pixel value is less than the threshold value.
The binary datasets are converted into detection features where adjacent pixels of the same
class are combined into one feature.

After thresholding, decision rules, or additional conditions about the characteristics of
the features, are applied to narrow down the results to only the most likely to be dredges.
Taking inspiration from the attributes recorded in the ocean ship method, relative size, pixel
value, and location relative to land are used to indicate the likelihood of the detection feature
being a true dredge. The final iteration rejects any feature that intersects the boundary
of the river mask, except for features with an above-average area. Only features that are
completely within the boundaries of the river mask and have a larger than average size are
kept to ensure that any man-made objects such as houses or docks that overhang vegetation
on the edge of the river are not falsely identified, while keeping large signals from strong
backscatter, which have a higher potential of being a dredge. The remaining features are
included in the final results, which are then used in the accuracy assessment.

2.4.3. Local Method

The Local Method examines each pixel individually based on its neighborhood to
emphasize deviant pixels. This method uses a moving window similar to the CFAR ship
detection methods to identify pixels that are outliers from their surroundings; however,
this method creates a distinct boundary around the dredge pixels that will be used to group
the pixels with the highest values into a detection feature. First, a high-pass sharpening
5 × 5 filter, also known as an edge enhancement filter, is applied to the pre-processed SAR
scene. The filter calculates the focal sum for each pixel based on the 5 × 5 neighborhood
using the weights shown in Figure 8. This heightens the comparative difference in the
values of a pixel compared to its neighbors. The filter emphasizes the boundaries between
potential dredge detection pixels, the highest values, and the water pixels, the lowest values.
Then, neighboring pixels of similar values are grouped together to create singular features.
The detected features are evaluated to eliminate false alarms using decision rules. Each
polarization is used in the Local Method but has individual sets of decision rules.
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Figure 8. Diagram of the filter weights used in the high-pass sharpening 5 × 5 filter used to
emphasize the boundaries between dredge detection pixels and water pixels. The cell under test is
represented in red and is the pixel assigned the focal sum calculated by multiplying the weights by
each corresponding pixel value and then summing the total for the 5 × 5 window.

The Local Method records certain attributes of the detection features to aid in the
discrimination of false alarms, as is carried out in the previously described methods;
however, it applies a different set of decision rules to each polarization. This method
considers the relative size of each feature, location relative to land, and vertices of the
polygons derived from the region grouping step. The decision rules for the VV polarization
eliminate features that intersect the boundary of the river mask or are less than or equal to
the average area of all detection features in that set of results. Then, any features within
50 feet of the river mask boundary or having 5 or fewer vertices are eliminated, except
for features with an area greater than one standard deviation above the mean area of all
detection features in that set of results. No decision rules are applied to the VH polarization
results. The remaining features from the VV and the VH are combined, only keeping
features that appear in both polarizations.

2.4.4. Visual Method

A method of visual interpretation is used to create a validation dataset for the semi-
automatic methods. This method is preformed to ensure consistency throughout the
interpretation of all the SAR scenes. Each scene is manually reviewed within the river
mask boundaries for clusters of high-reflectance pixels that contrast with the background
of the dark water pixels. These clusters are examined and designated as dredge based
on the appearance of the brightness, shape, size, and context of the cluster, following the
strategy used in [10]. When a possible dredge is identified, both VV and VH polarizations
are examined, and high-resolution optical imagery is referenced at the location to see if
there is a dredge in the area within one to two days. If the high reflectance cluster appears
in both polarizations, is not eliminated as a manmade object or land in the high-resolution
imagery, and there is a dredge in the high-resolution imagery, then the dredge could be
identified with high confidence for the validation dataset.

2.4.5. Accuracy Assessment

The results of the SUMO, Global, and Local Methods’ accuracy are evaluated using the
Visual Method as the validation dataset. Any detections made by one of the methods that
were in the same location as the Visual Methods results are True Positives (TP) (Table 2).
Any detection made by the methods under test that did not have an identical result in the
Visual Method is a False Positive (FP). Any detection from the Visual Method without a
corresponding detection from the other methods is a False Negative (FN).
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Table 2. Table of accuracy result classifications.

Method Datasets

Validation Dataset

No Detection Present Detection Present

No Detection Present TN FN

Detection Present FP TP

True Negatives (TN) are not included in the final assessment because there would be an
overwhelming number of instances where the methods under test accurately detected the
absence of a riverine vessel and would interfere with the results of the accuracy assessment.
Precision, sensitivity (also referred to as recall and true positive rate), and F-measure (also
referred to as F-score) are used to assess the ability of each method to successfully identify a
riverine dredge (Table 3). Precision represents the proportion of detections that are TP, and
sensitivity represents the proportion of the validation dataset that is correctly identified by
the methods under test. The F-measure, used to evaluate classification systems, weighs
precision and sensitivity evenly in one measurement to gauge how well the results balance
TP coverage and identification [53]. Omission and commission are calculated to evaluate
the errors made by the methods under test. Omission occurs when one of the detection
methods does not detect a riverine dredge where one of the Visual Method detections occur
(FN), and commission occurs when a detection from one of the methods is false (FP).

Table 3. Table of accuracy metrics formulas.

Measure Formula

Sensitivity TP/(TP + FN)

Precision TP/(TP + FP)

F-measure (2 × Precision × Sensitivity)/(Precision + Sensitivity)

Omission FN/(FN + TP)

Commission FP/(FP + TP)

3. Results

The results are produced from three methods of identifying ASM riverine dredges
in 10 m resolution Sentinel-1 C band SAR on the Madeira River in Brazil (Figure 9). Each
method is tested on the same seven dates, and the accuracy of each is calculated using
a validation dataset produced through visual analysis of the SAR data. The final data
consists of seven sets of detection results for each of the methods. Across all dates, there
are 205 instances of potential dredges identified by the visual analysis (Table 4). The Local
Method identified 254 potential dredges, the Global Method identified 138, and the SUMO
Method identified 159 potential dredges.

Table 4. Count of total detections for each method in all seven SAR scenes, along with the count of
true positives, false positives, and false negatives.

Method Count TP FP FN

SUMO 159 95 64 110

Local Method 254 156 98 49

Global Method 138 112 26 93

Visual 205
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Figure 9. Example of the 3 m Planet Imagery (A) (Image © 2019 Planet Labs PBC), Sentinel-1 SAR (B),
results from the Visual Method used as the validation dataset (C), results from the SUMO Method
(D), results from the Global Method (E), and results from the Local Method (F) shown in the same
area where multiple dredges can be seen operating on the Madeira River near Abuna. SAR data from
Copernicus Sentinel data [2019]. Retrieved from ASF DAAC [12 January 2021], processed by ESA.

By classifying each detection as either TP, FP, or FN in all datasets produced by the
three methods under test, accuracy metrics were calculated. The SUMO Method has the
lowest precision and the lowest sensitivity out of all the methods under test (Figure 10).
The Global Method has the highest precision but the second highest sensitivity. The Local
Method has the highest sensitivity and the second highest precision; it is also the only
method that has a higher sensitivity than precision and has the highest count of TPs and
the lowest FN. However, the Local Method also has the highest count of FPs. The Global
Method has the lowest count of FPs but has a higher count of FN than the Local Method.
The Local Method has the lowest omission error, and the Global Method has the lowest
commission error. The SUMO Method has the highest rate of both error types. The Local
Method is the only one with a higher rate of commission error than omission. The Local
Method has the highest F-measure of all methods.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Method Accuracy

From the results summarized in Figure 10 and Table 3, a tradeoff is seen between
sensitivity and precision and between omission and commission. The methods with higher
sensitivity have greater occurrences of FP, and the methods with higher precision have
a greater occurrence of FN. This tradeoff is also reflected in the error measures. When a
method has a low commission error, the omission error is higher, increasing the likelihood
of missed identifications. The Local Method has the highest F-measure and the lowest
combined error, providing the most balanced results. The Global Method acts as an inverse,
where it has a much higher precision and omission rate than sensitivity and commission.
The Local Method has a greater chance of identifying the most potential dredges in a
scene but also has a greater likelihood of creating FP, while the Global Method has a
greater chance of the identifications it makes being accurate but also has a greater chance
of missing a true detection. Therefore, a tradeoff between two different approaches to
detection methods is found: a lenient approach with high sensitivity and low omission error,
and a restrictive method with high precision and low commission error. Finding a balance
between these two approaches is desirable to create an accurate and comprehensive method.
The method with the highest overall accuracy is the Local Method, with an F-measure
of 0.68. While this is a moderate level of accuracy, adjusting thresholds, exploring new
filter types, and incorporating more decision rules to tailor the method to the environment,
dredge appearance, and habits may create a more robust and trustworthy method.

A method where sensitivity and precision are nearly equal may best be applied to a
situation where a general analysis of the activity of dredges on a river needs to be assessed
and there is time for manual FP detection. Circumstances where the priority is absolute
coverage and identification of as many potential dredges on the river as possible could be
achieved with a more lenient, higher-sensitivity approach. This would produce the highest
chance that every potential dredge is included in the results; however, this opens up a
higher risk of FP. A more restrictive approach may be applied when overpredicting should
be avoided and acquiring results that are as reliable as possible is the priority.

There are common causes of FP across the methods. FP are found to occur most
frequently around the edges of the riverbanks, near manmade features such as dams, and
in areas of high noise in the SAR scene, such as areas with rough or shallow water or from
other forms of surface scattering. Higher commission errors could be caused by the small
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variations in the water surface created by shallow or rough water that cause the individual
pixels to be classified as anomalous from their surroundings in the same way dredge pixels
present themselves. There are small islands in the river whose shores change too often to be
accounted for in a single water mask, as well as piles of sand or gravel from the river bottom
piled up by dredges along the riverbank that can cause FP. The use of a singular high-pass
edge enhancement filter in the Local Method may also enhance these areas, giving the
illusion that the pixels are brighter than they are. However, it is often recommended to
use a high-pass and a low-pass filter in conjunction; a method that combines a high-pass
filter to enhance the differences between pixels with a low-pass filter that reduces local
variation and noise could reduce FP. Additionally, there is the possibility of a filter where
the weights of the neighborhood pixels could be defined by the user, and different weight
arrangements could be tested and adjusted for different environments. Recurrent omission
errors, or FNs, happen when multiple dredges operate side by side, leading to the methods
grouping them into one detection feature and undercounting the number of dredges at that
location. There are also cases where FN is caused by a weak signal in the VH band that is
not strong enough to be identified without incurring increasingly abundant FP. It is possible
to compare the performance of these methods to other approaches to automatic detection,
including Machine Learning and Deep Learning. This methodology was manually looped
through two or three variations for each method; with Machine Learning and automation,
this process could be looped many times and much faster to test as many variations as
possible to realize the optimal threshold or decision rules.

4.2. SAR for Dredge Detection

This paper’s goal is to implement SAR in a semi-automatic method to detect ASM
riverine dredges. The purpose is to further the methods of manual inspection and increase
the speed and consistency of results for monitoring ASM activity while also assessing the
challenges that come along with automating this process with SAR. This process takes
inspiration from ocean ship detection methods, compares them side by side with methods
tailored for the riverine environment, and examines different threshold types, boundary
methods, and discrimination attributes to explore how SAR can be applied to successfully
monitor ASM river dredges. The first iteration of each method found that using results from
the VV polarization produced higher sensitivity and lower precision. This may be caused by
the transmitting and receiving planes having the same orientation. Co-polarization usually
presents a stronger signal return and is used for detecting specular or volume scattering.
This may cause stronger signals in not only the dredges but also in the water and on
the riverbanks and cause the occurrence of FP. The VV polarization creates much larger
signals from higher-intensity scattering than the VH and is therefore helpful when visually
scanning images and identifying dredges by hand. However, the weaker background
noise in the VH makes it easier to separate FP from TP in the semi-automatic methods,
but it also leads to a higher omission error and FN count. Combining the results from
each polarization may provide a balance between the tradeoffs in dredge identification
using SAR.

Along with the ability of an active sensor to see through cloud coverage, the combina-
tion of corner reflectors and metal structures against a flat or smooth surface contributes
to the advantages of SAR as a suitable option for detecting dredges. However, many of
the dredges in this study area are made from a combination of wood and metal. Wood is a
poor reflector of SAR pulses and could limit the capability of them being distinguished in
the SAR data if they do not happen to have additional metal parts. These methods imple-
mented a C-band SAR with a medium 10 m spatial resolution. Higher spatial resolution
would potentially reveal overlooked smaller dredges, along with adding more detail to the
dredge shape and structure, aiding in further identification of vessel type and potential
production power. Additionally, access to longer wavelengths would generate greater
double bounce and corner reflections off dredges to create an even more distinct signal and
would help in seeing through any overhanging canopy on the banks of the river.
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4.3. Monitoring ASM Activity

These methods provided locations of ASM riverine dredges from SAR data across
the course of a month on the Madeira River in Brazil. Along with manual supervision,
these semi-automatic methods can increase the speed and consistency of identifying and
monitoring these riverine vessels. Counts of the potential identifications can be useful in
understanding the extent of ASM on a river and further locating hot spots of the activity
by examining recurring locations of these identifications across the month. The consistent
monitoring provided by SAR data are useful for the continually changing conditions of the
river and the constant movement of the dredges.

Testing the flexibility and consistency of these methods in different study areas will
help examine how different riverine environments, dredge shape, material, or size affect
accuracy. Environmental factors are important when considering the transferability of the
methods to other rivers. The Madeira River is an example of a wide river and has distinct
riverbanks that make it relatively easy to identify vessels on its surface in SAR. However,
ASM dredges can be found on much smaller, narrower, and remote rivers with vegetation
overhangs and rough, shallow water that may change the accuracy of these methods.
Longer wavelengths may help the methods adapt to smaller and different material dredges.
Additionally, higher-resolution SAR data may provide more detail to identify dredges and
reduce false alarms. Ideally, an automatic dredge detection tool would possess multiple
parameters for user input based on river site, resolution, average dredge size, and how
lenient or restrictive the final detection results should be.

Another consideration is the availability and accuracy of the validation dataset for
ASM dredges. ASM dredges do not report their location the way ocean ships do, so there
is no natural data to consult for accuracy. It would not be practical to manually create a
validation dataset for every analysis that uses an automatic detection method. Creating
a validation dataset for a few dates and then using the results as a baseline accuracy rate
for future tests in that location could be a solution where there are no true validation data
set but there is an understood level of confidence for the location. Manually reviewing the
results to discard any abundant or obvious FP would additionally help increase the level of
confidence in the detection.

5. Conclusions

This paper compares three different detection approaches for identifying dredges on
the Madeira River in Brazil using SAR. The SUMO Method, the Local Method, and the
Global Method were tested on seven SAR collection dates. A dataset created from the visual
interpretation of SAR and optical high-resolution imagery is used as the validation dataset
in the accuracy assessment. These methods are an exploration of SAR for the use of semi-
automatically detecting ASM riverine dredges. The results show that ocean ship detection
methods using SAR can be a starting point for developing dredge detection in riverine
environments. However, it is important to take into consideration the differences in size
and behavior between ocean ships and riverine dredges and how their environment may
impact the process. It is also important to understand the tradeoffs of the approaches each
method may take. The Global Method produced the most successful restrictive results with
the highest precision and is the least likely to create FP; however, it has a higher omission
error. The Local Method is the most successful and lenient method. This method produced
the highest proportion of TP; however, this method has an increased risk of FP. Consistent
and reliable monitoring of ASM can provide beneficial information for governments and
international bodies, as well as for local communities and miners, and may help in the
mitigation of possible negative effects on the surrounding area caused by dredging. The
use of SAR provides useful information to identify and monitor locations and the intensity
of ASM activity. The methods outlined here can be used as a starting point for a more
flexible and automated approach to identifying ASM dredges that can help further the
knowledge of ASM in riverine environments.
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